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djassi daCosta johnson, Johnson - Reclamation Collection - At the Table, 2020; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © djassi daCosta johnson; Photo by David L McDuffie

djassi daCosta johnson, Johnson - Reclamation Collection - Family. Nourishment. Joy, 2020; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © djassi daCosta johnson; Photo by David L McDuffie

Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz, Reclamation 40 (Traditional food Dress Up Night), 2020; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz

Sharayna Ashanti Christmas, Sharayna Ashanti - Reclamation Collection - 19, 2020; Digital Photograph; © Sharayna Ashanti Christmas; Courtesy of the artist

Jenny Dorsey, Reclamation 65, 2020; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © Jenny Dorsey

Maggie Pate, Pate - Reclamation Collection - 45, 2020; Digital photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © Margaret Pate Peterson
Maggie Pate, *Pate - Reclamation Collection - 46*, 2020; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © Margaret Pate Peterson

Melani N. Douglass, *8 and Baking 02*, 2021; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © Melani N. Douglass

Sharayna Ashanti Christmas, *Sharayna Ashanti - Reclamation Collection - 51*, 2020; Digital Photograph; © Sharayna Ashanti Christmas; Courtesy of the artist

Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz, *Reclamation 19 (Learning at Home)*, 2020; Digital Photograph; Courtesy of the artist; © Wanda Raimundi-Ortiz